
Rangreet’24 

Date: April 29th, 2024   

Event Name: Rangreet’24 

Centre/Society/Department: Fine Arts, Photography and Cultural Society 

Program Convenor/Coordinator: Dr. Raj Kumar Prasad / Ms. Gunjan Khandelwal, 

Ms.Nandita Pal 

Venue: Porch area, SLC campus 

No. of Student Participants: 105 

No. of Faculty Participants:  10  

Rangreet'24, the annual event of our college, was held on April 29th, 2024, with much enthusiasm and 

excitement. This year's theme, "Flora and Fauna," aimed to celebrate the beauty and diversity of nature 

through various artistic expressions and competitions.  From the vibrant decorations to the spirited 

performances, the event was a visual feast for everyone involved. As participants poured their hearts 

into their performances and competitions, the atmosphere resulted into an electric with anticipation and 

camaraderie. And amidst all the excitement, it’s those spontaneous moments of laughter and connection 

that often leave the deepest impressions, turning an ordinary day into cherished memories.   

Competitions:  

Rangreet'24, hosted a series of captivating competitions that ignited the imagination of students and 

provided them with a platform to showcase their artistic prowess. Each competition was carefully 

designed to inspire participants to explore the theme of 'Flora and Fauna' while embracing the 

spontaneity of the present moment. 

The first competition held by FPCS was On-the-Spot Photography Competition which invited 

participants to seize the fleeting essence of nature through their lenses. With the theme of 'Flora and 

Fauna' guiding their vision, the twist was to capture the true essence of surroundings rather than only 

flora and fauna. Contestants sought to encapsulate the beauty and diversity of the natural world in their 

snapshots. The winner was Rahul Kumar who fulfilled all the guidelines and merged them with his 

snapshots. From majestic landscapes to intricate close-ups of wildlife, the photographs captured by all 

the participants were the intricate tapestry of life with remarkable clarity and artistry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In the realm of doodle art, the inaugural Sketch Zoo competition unleashed boundless creativity as 

participants wielded nothing but a pen and their imagination. Armed with sheer talent and an 

unwavering spirit of exploration, contestants played with sketch pens and colors to match the theme 

and show their talent.  

 

 

 

             

    

 

 

 

Next up was Face Painting Competition transcended the boundaries of traditional canvas as 

participants unleashed their creativity on a living, breathing medium. With brushes in hand, contestants 

transformed faces into mesmerizing works of art, each stroke revealing a story waiting to be told.  

           

 

In the Tote Bag Painting Competition, fashion met artistry as participants infused simple tote bags 

with vibrant colours and captivating designs. The competition showcased the transformative power of 

art, turning everyday objects into works of wearable art that celebrated the beauty of nature in all its 

forms.   

Throughout the competitions, the exhibitions served as a testament to the talent, dedication, and passion 

of the participants. From breath taking photographs that captured fleeting moments in time to awe-



inspiring doodles that ignited the imagination, each entry reflected the remarkable range of creativity 

and artistic flair on display. As viewers wandered through the exhibitions, they were enveloped in a 

world of beauty and wonder, where the vibrancy of the natural world was brought to life through the 

vision of the artists.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Winners and Recognition: 

After careful evaluation by a panel of judges, winners were announced for each competition. First, 

second, and third prizes were awarded to the most outstanding entries, while participation certificates 

were distributed to all participants as tokens of appreciation for their efforts and enthusiasm. The talent 

and creativity level of everyone was unbeatable. Judges were astonished by the performances 

showcased by them and felt illustrious while distributing the prizes. Rahul, from Rajdhani College, 

secured the top spot in the Creative Lens competition, while Jeeshan Raza, representing Shivaji College, 

emerged as the first-place winner in the Sketch Zoo Doodle Art competition. Ayesha Rahil Ahmed 

dazzled the audience with her remarkable skills, earning the winner's trophy in the Face Painting 

competition, while Nandita Singhal received the first prize for her exceptional Doodle Art. 

Special Guest: 

As a highlight of the event, we had the honor of hosting renowned artist, Sky, whose mesmerizing talent 

and artistic vision have captivated audiences worldwide. Sky graced the occasion with his presence and 

shared insights into his creative process, inspiring students with his passion for art. A live painting 

session by Sky further enthralled the audience, showcasing his mastery of the craft. He introduced a 

new found level of inspiration and life to the event. 



 

Felicitation and Closing: 

In recognition of his contribution to the arts and his inspiring presence at Rangreet'24, Sky was 

felicitated by the college authorities, receiving accolades from students and faculty alike. The event 

concluded on a high note with a closing speech by the convenor, expressing gratitude to everyone who 

contributed to making Rangreet'24 a memorable success. Special recognition was also extended to the 

heads of our college society for their dedication and leadership in organizing the event. 

Conclusion: 

Rangreet'24 was a resounding success, bringing together students, artists, and nature enthusiasts to 

celebrate the beauty of flora and fauna through art and creativity. The event not only showcased the 

talent and passion of our students but also served as a platform for fostering appreciation and awareness 

of the natural world. With its vibrant energy and inspiring moments, this day will be cherished as a 

memorable highlight of our college calendar. 

WINNERS LIST 

Names   College  Position  Competition  

Rahul  Rajdhani college  1st  On-the-spot photography 

Atul Raj Shyam Lal college 2nd   On-the-spot photography 

Meet Kumar GGSIPU 3rd On-the-spot photography 

Jeeshan Raza Shivaji college 1st  Doodle art 

Juvariya Hashmi Miranda college 2nd  Doodle art 

Riya  Shyam Lal college 3rd  Doodle art 

Ayesha Rahil Ahmed IGNOU 1st  Face painting 

Nistarini Shyam lal college 2nd  Face painting 

Gratia Shyam lal college 3rd  Face painting 

Nandita Singhal Maitreyi college 1st  Tote bag painting 

Anshul Sonker Shaheed Bhagat Singh(E) 2nd Tote bag painting 

Divyanshu Singh Shaheed Bhagat Singh(E) 3rd  Tote bag painting 

  


